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An Amazing Story of Forgiveness
By Jason Freedman

A story of forgiveness. The amazing story of Teal Scott, "The Spiritual Catalyst". The famous extrasensory
medium who survived thirteen years of ritual torture to become one of the most influential spiritual leaders of the
new age.
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Nancy Cessano writes April 08, 2011 at 2:46 pm

Subject: Amazing is an understatement

This article is amazing. I think the Author was very brave to take it on. Many people do not want to hear about
ritual abuse. It is a struggle that psychologists like myself face every day. Ritual abuse is a whole different beast
than domestic abuse and even child abuse. It would blow most people's minds to know what people (Like Teal
Scott) have to go through to overcome the extreme damage created by enduring such experiences. I am going to
buy Teal's Book today. I'm especially curious what someone who has gone through such torture has to say about
happiness. She is a true role model. I wish the news covered stories like this.

Brad Lichens writes April 08, 2011 at 2:52 pm

Subject: Teal Scott

Many of us who are devout disciples of Teal believe that she is a Bodhisattva. Essentially that she is an
enlightened being sent to lead us. I had never heard the full story about her past until now. It was mentioned
years back that she had a past of difficulty and trial but not the details. this is way worse than I had ever
imagined! I'm so happy to have found this article. She is so amazing. And this article is really well written BTW.

William Macey PHD writes April 13, 2011 at 10:39 pm

Subject: Teal Scott

This article above is fascinating. It spurred me into really looking into this case. So, there is no doubt about what
happened to her as a child. It was horrific, it involved capture and torture of the most acute kind. I am sure
everyone is well versed in the subject of Dissociative Identity Disorder. This is a disorder that Teal Scott has.
When Teal escaped her abuse at age 19, she had 12 intact personalities. It is my professional opinion that Teal
has not gotten better, that instead she is stuck in a permanent personality which has evolved to cope with the full
story of her past. And that this personality is named "Eucharist". the following is from her web site... From a
young age, Teal began professing to have not only chosen to be a part of this physical life, but to have been sent
as a "Eucharist" into this physical life by the non physical grouping of energy called "Adonai". "Adonai" is a non
physical group whose intention is the imparting of oneness. This is the personality Teal is stuck in in order to
cope with the "Why" of her past. it is most likely one of her first personalities to be built. I've worked with
patients with complex PTSD and DID for over 20 years. It is not clear whether or not it is better for them to
maintain a permanent personality which is benign or integrate the personality and face potential consequences.
But Teal Scott is a very fragmented person. I am very impressed with her case and also very sad to see that she is
stuck in a personality so strongly.

Kate Fischer writes August 01, 2013 at 10:50 pm

Subject: Teal Scott

I appreciate the three comments left here. William Macey, I am not sure if you are seeing the situation accurately,
though I understand what you are saying, and I have not looked into the case as it sounds you have. I have
watched a good deal of videos of Teal Scott's and I find them quite helpful, and true to much of what I have



experienced. I have also noticed that she talks freely of what happened to her, without going into a lot of detail
because usually the interview is not about that. This tells me she is aware of what happened so there is some
"integration". She also comments on videos that she can still be triggered by certain things, and then she has to
go into that "pain" and process it, and that there are still some activities she cannot do, has difficulty with
because of what happened. So she is aware that she still has some patterns that are not resolved. On another
video, a woman was still holding onto a belief from her own abusive childhood and was wanting to move on,
and did not want to look at it anymore, but Teal Scott shared that she needed to, to welcome the memory, the
feelings, etc. in order to heal it, and that she(Teal), herself, still has to do this and she welcomes it because she
knows it brings greater freedom. This makes be believe that she is not stuck in an MPD (or Dissociative Identity
Disorder) personality. She may, in fact, "use" some of ability to dissociate to a particular personality, in order to
do well in front of the camera. At times, she does seem to have a bit of a low-affect, displays an immaturity, and
there is a tom-boyish aspect, despite her very culturally feminine appearance. I am sure those are aspect of her
personality that were formed from the abuse, but also just part of her personality, like anyone would have...
temperament, biology, and conditioning. The thinking mind/intellectual mind often finds it difficult to see how a
person can over-come such horrible abuse because it classifies and focuses on the physical body and brain and
the logical outcomes of such things. Yet when one is in touch with their Essence, which is eternal and
undestroyable, as Teal seems to be, there is less attachment to what is physical or what is a "past story" (the
abuse). In Science (psychology), there is a belief that consciousness exists because of the brain, for example. But
"spirituality" tells and shows that the brain exists because of consciousness. This has also been tested in a
laboratory --- non-local communication. This implies/shows that consciousness is "Primary" and body-brain is
secondary. Teal is fascinating, and seems to be a beautiful "soul" doing what she loves, which contributes to
others' well-being.

Pete writes July 29, 2014 at 9:47 pm

Subject: Truth or Fiction

To date, nothing that Teal has revealed about her past abuse has been confirmed. It's just her word. We all know
that memories can be invented, flawed, disconnected, imperfect. She has made her past public. She has claimed
to have been abused for 13 years by a family friend, a mentor. Yet, we do not have a name for this perpetrator.
We also do not have one family or friend who can confirm the identity of this person. If this family friend was in
her life for so long, then surely her family can identify this man. Who is he? Interesting that this has never come
out. Wonder why? Let's get right down to the real truth of the matter here. If someone elevates themselves as a
worldwide spiritual leader and bases her teachings on overcoming such an abusive childhood, surely she would
reveal all. Why hide the most important facts? Sorry, but this just smells of one thing: lies.
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